The Shining

Jack Torrances new job at the Overlook
Hotel is the perfect chance for a fresh start.
As the off-season caretaker at the
atmospheric old hotel, hell have plenty of
time to spend reconnecting with his family
and working on his writing. But as the
harsh winter weather sets in, the idyllic
location feels ever more remote ... and
more sinister. And the only one to notice
the strange and terrible forces gathering
around the Overlook is Danny Torrance, a
uniquely gifted five-year-old.

The Shining is widely considered one of the best horror films ever made, but King has never been shy about expressing
his disdain for it.Dick Hallorann (Scatman Crothers) is shown to possess The Shining, a combination of telepathic and
pre-cognitive abilities. However, he is somehow unableA master storyteller. Los Angeles Times Scary! . . . Serves up
horrors at a brisk, unflagging pace. The New York Times This chilling novel will haunt you,While Jack slowly gets
more violent and angry of his life, his son, Danny, tries to use a special talent, the Shining, to inform the people outside
about whatever - 3 min - Uploaded by MovieclipsThe Shining movie clips: http:///1CPAvTw BUY THE MOVIE:
http://bit.ly/ 2cb9VRg Dont Stephen Kings The Shining may refer to: The Shining (novel) The Shining (film) The
Shining (TV miniseries) Disambiguation icon. Disambiguation pageThe Shining (1980) on IMDb: Movies, TV, Celebs,
and moreWatch trailers, read customer and critic reviews, and buy The Shining directed by Stanley Kubrick for
$14.99.Jack Torrance accepts a caretaker job at the Overlook Hotel, where he, along with his wife Wendy and their son
Danny, must live isolated from the rest of the - 2 min - Uploaded by Andrew HendersonA tribute trailer I put together
for one of my all-time favorite directors and movies, Stanley Kubrik The Shining (1980) on IMDb: Movies, TV,
Celebs, and more - 2 min - Uploaded by MovieclipsThe Shining movie clips: http:///1CPAvTw BUY THE MOVIE:
http://bit.ly/ 2cb9VRg Dont A family heads to an isolated hotel for the winter where an evil spiritual presence influences
the father into violence, while his psychic son sees horrificThe Shining movie reviews & Metacritic score: A married
couple with a small son are employed to look after a resort hotel high in the Colorado mountains. As Shelley Duvall,
Danny Lloyd and Jack Nicholson in The Shining, directed by Stanley Kubrick, 1980. Photograph: Allstar/WarnerBob
Tanswell landed a job as a spark in 1979 on the set of The Shining and got to see close up what it was like spending time
with the legendary actor and
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